
D–CODE 
          THE NUMBERING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



SWISS
 FOR MORE

 THAN 145
YEARS

 A NEW
LEVEL

Since 1873, Dietiker based in Stein am Rhein has
manufactured Swiss quality seating solutions for
the Healthcare and Conference markets. Together
with renowned designers, the company has
developed numerous design classics and product
innovations and is still writing international
design history today. With more than a century of
know-how and a spirit of design, Dietiker takes
a step into the future both as a family company
creating tomorrow’s traditions with passion and
with a commitment to customers and employees.

A new era for convention centers, city halls and large-scale 
organizations: With the launch of D-CODE

Dietiker guarantees the fastest and most efficient way for
electronic seat numbering *. 

The numbering with D-CODE is 20x faster than with the conventional, manual application.
This significantly reduces costs and manpower. Source: Customer feedback

* 

» No waiting between scans 

» Configuration of numbers, rows, logos or
   symbols directly from the desktop
 

» Multi-hall management directly from 
   the desktop

» Also suitable for table labeling



THE 
ADVANTAGES

Flexible

The electronic system D-CODE allows for seat
numbering directly from your computer. With a
mouse click, the new displays integrated into the
back of the chairs can be flexibly adapted. It is easy
to make changes or add names, images, logos
and symbols from your own computer.

Fast

D-CODE allows you to program a hundred seats
within a few minutes and configure them in rows 
or arbitrary shapes.

Easy

Multi-hall management makes it easy to program
multiple rooms per building, and Remote Desktop
Management eliminates the wait between chair
scans.

Table management

The D-CODE system can also be used for a 
lettering resp. Numbering of tables. This allows 
the organizer to label tables for large companies 
in the same simple and convenient way.



HOW
IT WORKS

A new generation of seat numbering management for
the large-scale halls where electronic numbering
displays are integrated into the back of the chairs.
 
After setting up rows of chairs, the individual chairs are
identified with a hand-held scanner, configured and
assigned with all necessary information such as row and
seat, and optionally with individual texts and logos.

The displays are controlled via a central server, such as
a standard computer/notebook.

Each display (size: 1.6 inches) can be controlled
individually from the server at any time - even during an
event.

D-CODE is available for upholstered and non-upholsterd
chairs.



20 TIMES 
FASTER

The numbering with D-CODE is 20x faster than with the 
conventional, manual application. «The effort for the entire 
setup and then tidying up an event was reduced by 30 hours 
to 1.5 hours with D-CODE.» Source: Customer Feedback



EXAMPLES OF
DISPLAY TEMPLATES

Countless variants

»  Seat numbering

»  Seat with row number

»  Personalized

»  Text

»  Symbol

»  Company logo

»  Row numbering

»  Display colours: Black, white or red possible

»  Display frame available in white or optionally in black
 



VERSATILE 

Product compatibility 
with D-CODE 

»  -Men Collection

»  Felber C14 Collection

»  Poro Collection

»  Arvo chair
    (Full upholstery not possible)

»  Base chair
    (Full upholstery not possible)

D-CODE system can be compatible with third-party products

»  On demand 

»  Prior compatibility check of the customer chair is necessary

with upholstery

without padding

REFERENCES

Municipal Hall Schinzenhof, Horgen 

The Horgener Gemeindesaal Schinzenhof is equipped with 650 Oneman chairs including the
D-CODE system: „We are very enthusiastic and convinced that the system will fully convince
our tenants as well as our customers and guests,“ says real estate manager Gabi Erni. 

Volkshaus, Zurich 

The Volkshaus in Zurich is equipped with over 1’200 Twomen chairs, with half of them with 
the D-CODE system.
 
«We are proud to be one of the first providers to take the step towards digital numbering. The 
D-CODE system is convincing - we are much faster and more efficient, our customers appreciate 
the possibility of personalization and the numbers are legible even in the darkened hall. The chairs 
also impress with their seating comfort», says Fatmire Tairoska, Managing Director Volkshaus 
Zürich.



»  V O L K S H A U S ,  Z U R I C H
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